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Abstract 
 

The objective of this paper is to explore the role of the euro in the process of the EU’s agency 
re-construction. For that purpose discourse analysis and critical political analysis are 

employed. From this perspective the potential of the euro in relation to the formulation and 
implementation of progressive political agendas of the EU are discussed. 
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Euro and the EU’s agency 

 
The more we know now, the better, because knowledge is an antidote to the anxiety of change, and 
more change is the only certainty ahead1. 
 

1. Conceptualising the monetary and economic integration in Europe  

 

The establishment of the Economic and Monetary Union in Europe, with its own currency - the euro, 

marks a major event in the monetary history of the contemporary world. At the same time, the 

introduction of the euro depicts a growing level of functional inter-connectedness among the EU 

Member States. The euro is a reflection of an effective, yet, contentious, mode of consensus reaching 

among the respective parties. Despite of these and other questionable aspects of the monetary 

integration in Western Europe (e.g. the notion of the “creative” statistics, the Stability Pact and its 

impact on economic growth in the Eurozone), the introduction of the euro already has and will have 

considerable impact on the design of the European integration.  

 

Until now the euro-focused research agenda has reflected tendency of containing the euro either within 

sharp closures of monetary and fiscal policies or within the confines of economic growth. In the more 

theoretical vein of scholarship research has focused on optimum currency area in relation to the euro, 

and on consequences of eastern enlargement of the Eurozone2. The concern of this paper is to take 

different account of the euro seen as a political device at the EU’s disposal. Accordingly, the argument 

will revolve around the euro and its role in the process of the EU’s agency re-construction. 

 

The euro is only one component of the qualitatively novel setting – as the European Union may be 

referred to - in the contemporary system of international relations. As such the euro should be 

examined in context of the dynamics inherent to the process of the European integration. Thus the 

euro should be conceived as a reflection of the European integration that nevertheless instantiates 

progress of this process. On the other hand, as a device that enables the exercise of influence the euro 

may be well conceived as a trigger of further conceptualisation of the European integration as well as 

of meaningful development of the EU’s political conduct.  

 

Obviously, there are other factors which could be ascribed comparable role in the process of the EU’s 

agency re-construction. These factors originating from the broadly defined social and political spheres 

of the EU’s activity shall be dealt with in the forthcoming research. That this paper is devoted 

primarily to the examination of the euro serves as methodological solution. Whereas the existence of 

                                                 
1 Rich, Frank (2001) “The End of the Beginning”, New York Times 29.09.2001.   
2 For further account go to: >www.ezoneplus.org< 
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the social and political factors is kept in mind,  the focus on the euro shall enable to deal with the 

complex reality under consideration.  

 

This paper starts with discussion on the discourse and critical political analysis and their 

relevance/helpfulness for the examination of the euro and its implications for the re-construction of the 

EU’s agency. It will be also explained why it is important to put the euro in such a context. The 

successive paragraphs are structured as follows. First, the concepts of the EU - treated as an agent, and 

its agency are explored. In the second part the argument turns to the causal sequences that lead to the 

re-construction of agency. Against this background the example of the euro will be further examined. 

The third part, will focus on some other outcomes/ramifications triggered off by the euro. These 

ramifications seem to be important because they let one think of the inter-relationships among the EU 

and third agents and of implications of these inter-relationships for the political conduct. In 

conclusion, recalling discourse analysis and critical political analysis as applied to the examination of 

the euro, the questions of progressive change and ethically/normatively informed political conduct of 

the European Union will be reconsidered.  

 

2. Discourse/critical political analysis and the EU’s agency 

 

The relevance of discourse and critical political analysis 

 

By its appeal to the role of language and by the recognition that meanings attached to objects are being 

modified, transformed and changed, discourse analysis opens up the space where ideas and their 

constitutive power become factual and therefore relevant for the political analysis. Deduction 

grounded in the analysis of language and discourse makes the notion of factuality which 

counterfactuals acquire through the speech-acts valid and more transparent. In more detail, discourse 

analysis enables to go beyond the analyses of European integration that used to focus on “material 

capabilities as power and on interests behind the application of such power”(Diez: 1999: 599). In this 

sense discursive approach to the exploration of the euro is helpful in so far as it unveils the space 

where transformation3 (via the multiplication and alteration of meanings attached to the referents of 

any study) and change become possible. In other words, discourse validates the plea that change is 

possible, and that in fact that change is the natural condition of any social/political arrangement 

(Lauer, 1971). In this sense, discourse validates the plea that progressive social and political change, 

                                                 
3 The notion of transformation and change shall be understood in following way: transformation precedes 
change, than change follows; change revives processes that lead to transformation. Change as a term captures 
transformation. Yet, there would be no change if had transformation not taken place. Transformation and change 
are rooted in continuity. Accordingly it is the time variable that determines the relationship between 
transformation and change. For yet another account of continuity and change, see: Rosenau, J.N. (1990) 
‘Turbulence in World Politics: A Theory of Change and Continuity’, Princeton University Press; 
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as defined by Hay, is possible. Yet, discourse analysis does not suggest how to streamline the process 

of change so as to achieve the change desired. This paper is devoted to the question of how to account 

of the euro in relation to the plea for the (desired) progressive change.  

 

The usefulness of discourse analysis is not limited to the validation of progressive change. Another 

aspect of any study of political and social processes that discourse analysis helps to grasp lies in the 

recognition that processes of transformation and change ceaselessly complement each other. Therefore 

discursive approach to political and social processes helps to uncover the self-contained dynamic of 

these processes. At the same time however a significant methodological problem arises, i.e. having 

already recognised the dynamic sequences in which transformation and change complement each 

other, one is also led to the acknowledgment that the reality intended to be 

considered/studied/analysed is passé by the time the examination has been set up. The question is 

whether it should be conceived as a methodological deadlock or not? It shall be suggested that 

depending on the perspective applied for research this contingency may be rather helpful than limiting. 

 

To put it differently, discourse analysis employed as a methodological device does not even promise 

that the very momentum of the “objective reality” will be caught. But it makes one sensitive to the 

dynamic and alternating currents driving social/political arrangements. In this way, one of the 

loopholes of the application of discourse analysis is that it does not enable selective examination of 

singular events. However, the strong point of discourse analysis lies in the fact that - since it raises 

sensitivity to transformation and change as well as to the changeable relationship between the meaning 

and the context – discourse analysis forces the students of politics/IR to include the singular events 

into the broadly designed research perspectives focusing on processes rather than on singular events. 

In this respect, explorations/analyses targeted at processes and the exploration of their specificity, that 

manage to employ the discursive perspective and therefore recognise the relevance of la nguage, re-

gain their validity.  

 

From a quite different angle, discourse analysis takes the argument into the field of critical political 

analysis. By its attentiveness to the relative and changeable nature of the meaning factuals and 

counterfactuals acquire within the process of social construction, discourse analysis helps to uncover 

issues and processes which used to be marginalized/silenced in the social/political life. In other words, 

the realisation that a simple meaning attached to any object bears multiple ramifications with these 

subsequently influencing meaning ascribed to other objects, and that these are being further interpreted 

through the discourse - makes us more prone to realise that some issues and processes did not find 

their place in the prevailing discourse by now. And it is exactly the critical political analysis’ sphere of 

concern. Only uncovered these issues and processes come up to the day light and subsequently may be 
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dealt with. As such, these issues and processes constitute the so-called new agendas of IR; 

alternatively they are perceived as the revolutionary/alternative components of the social construction.  

 

Considered from the political level, the new agendas of IR build up an increasingly important pattern 

of the political/social alternatives that challenge the decision-making elites. Yet, the only way to 

effectively tackle these alternatives may proceed through progressive political agendas. These shall be 

seen as agendas that express sensitivity to the causal and constitutive role of ideas; and at the same 

time are attentive to the contingency and open-endedness of political and social events and processes 

(Hay, 2002: 250). Drawing on Hay, progressive political agendas frame issues and events, which have 

been downplayed in traditional sets of policy objectives. That is why these agendas explicitly promote 

progressive political change, as opposed to those well-established, and fallen into stagnancy, ones.  

 

As Colin Hay writes, “it is our ethical responsibility to those who remain trapped within the 

disciplining structures of our profoundly inegalitarian societies …” to - by means of critical political 

analysis - retain the attentiveness to the very possibility of progressive social and political change. 

Such a change would build upon the recognition/sensitivity of/to difference, yet, would not be 

indifferent to difference (Hay, 2002: 249-250). The author of this paper recognises the possibility of 

the implementation of the political (social) alternatives. Therefore the claim is that progressive change 

in/via politics is possible. Yet, in order to validate this slightly naïve plea (as some would think) the 

effort should be taken to re-introduce ethics and normative concerns4 into the discussion on politics 

and ground them better in the very discourse through which current political developments are being 

interpreted.  

 

The euro and the suitability of the discursive approach  

 

The euro as an instrument of the EU policy making is an outcome of the development of the EU’s 

agency. Simultaneously, it has the potential to generate causal sequences, which (may) reinforce, 

further validate and make the ethically responsible and normatively informed political agendas 

effective. Even if at the EU level there is lack of consistency and coherent strategy as far as the 

                                                 
4 The notion of ethics and normative concerns and the reiteration of their place in policy making raises another 
very important question, i.e. who is to set and define what is ethical and with whose normative orientation shall 
we comply with? The question is relevant, yet it should not be eclipsed by the prejudiced, full of misconceptions 
narratives as being developed by some politicians and journalists these days, and particularly after the September 
11th. Talking about ethics and normative orientation from the critical political analysis perspective, but also from 
the very simp le (?) point of view of an individual capable to differentiate evil from good, implies that we are 
tolerant, and attentive to difference, yet to that degree that the very principles to which the all of us ascribe to are 
not harmed. (That is why the talk of ethical responsibility, not of ethical roadmap.) Intervention in Kosovo 
frames part of these considerations. The other part, unfortunately, frequently is framed by artificially constructed 
discourses/narratives which do not aim at apprehension, rather at deceiving people so as to legitimate illegitimate 
actions.      
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implementation of politically/ethically sensitive policy objectives is concerned (Smith and Light, 

2001; Manners, 2002) it does not imply that these agendas are deemed to failure. Nor does it mean that 

they are irrelevant because they do not match the well-established political concerns which derive 

from the balance-of-power tradition. Today, as the author would like to argue, it becomes increasingly 

relevant, not to say necessary, to uphold the notion of progressive change. Even more so, it is 

consequential to reiterate that it is possible to implement progressive political agendas; irrespective of 

the rather challenging (and disillusioning) present-day political developments. 

 

The EMU has been established and the euro introduced only because there was the debate on the 

possibilities of doing so. Conceptualised within a debate, incorporated into the narrative of the 

European integration, eventually triggered by the financial crisis of the 1992, the EMU and the euro 

have become factual. It has been done by the multiplication of meanings, which have been (and still 

are being) attached to the euro and to the EMU. In this way, discourse itself has become part of reality. 

Yet, the euro and the EMU only gradually will become components of the discourse through which 

the understanding and interpretation of the EU are shaped.  

 

The resulting narrative on/of the euro will further contribute to the re-formulation of the discourse on 

the EU and on the system of international relations. The euro as an instrument of policy making, is one 

of the constitutive parts of the transmission belt by means of which the EU projects its self-image. In 

this sense the EU projects values, norms and ideas (having their origin in the glorious(?) European 

heritage) onto third agents (in short term) and onto the system of international relations (in long run). 

Hence, the discursive lenses influenced by the factuality attached to the euro will shape not only the 

interpretation of the EU, the European integration and its political conduct.  It will also influence third 

agents and the process of their agencies re-construction. Naïve as it may sound, ramifications of the 

discursive approach to the euro bear the opportunity of inducing progressive change into the system of 

international relations.  

 

The power of discourse is that to some extent it structures conceptualisations of issues and processes 

(Diez, 1999: 604-605). As discourse evolves and meanings multiply and change, conceptions of these 

issues change too. Discourse re-structures the existing conceptualisations of issues and processes. 

Subsequently, it serves as interpretative lenses for them. Within this process, having acknowledged its 

(constitutive) power, discourse undermines the previously existing stereotypes and orthodoxies. Thus, 

new spaces for action are being opened up. Therefore, discourse itself and the factuality attached to the 

euro have the potential to influence politicians and decisions (to be) taken. It remains in sphere of the 

wishful thinking however that once orthodoxies have been questioned and alternatives identified the 

boundaries of the politically possible and diplomatically permissible will have become porous enough 

to enable politicians to think of the political alternatives and their implementation.  
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The notion of crossing the boundaries of the politically possible being the desired result of  a ‘broader 

thinking’ by politicians may have its direct implications for the way in which decisions in the EU are 

and will be shaped. Obviously, it has its ramifications for the present and future political agenda of the 

European Union. To illustrate this claim just one example will be given. The significance of the 

narrative and the power of discourse have become transparent in relation to the eastern enlargement of 

the EU. It suffice to mention the plea of the Central and Eastern European countries (raised shortly 

after the successful overthrow of the communist regimes) to re-join the ‘European family’, which at 

the very beginning was rather vehemently addressed by the Western European politicians. The 

subsequent discussion on the boundaries of ‘Europe’ and on the future design of the European 

integration have found their final (beginning?) at the Copenhagen Summit in December 2002.  

 

Against this background, it may be argued, the EMU and the euro are likely to become important 

concepts by means of which third parties will construct the image of the EU, re-construct their view on 

the EU’s role in the world and respectively formulate their expectations and demands towards the 

European Union. In this way, the factuality of the euro - framed within political agendas of the third 

agents - will impact the process of the re-construction of their agencies but also that of the EU. Crucial 

at this point is the (rhetoric) question what kind of meaning will be further attached to the euro, and 

indirectly to the EU’s political conduct? 

 

To sum up the argument, discussing the role of the euro in the process of the EU’s agency re-

construction - discourse analysis and the critical political analysis should be seen as supportive devices 

that frame considerations, which shall be explicated in the following paragraphs. The EMU and the 

euro have become concepts building up an increasingly important part of the narrative on/of the 

European integration (Diez, 1999; Gofas, 2002; Rosamond, 1999, 2002). Therefore the euro - seen as 

a discursive concept, should be thought of as having the potential to enrich and possibly modify (by 

means of unveiling the political alternatives) the discourse on/of the EU. On the other hand, the euro 

as a political device (by means of the factuality attached to it) should be thought of as having the 

potential of triggering the formulation of progressive political agendas. How to achieve that? What are 

the causal sequences that would make one think the euro has such a potential? Before addressing these 

questions and tracing the casual sequences of agency re-construction, the concepts of agent and 

agency as applied to the EU will be discussed. 

 

 

 

3. The European Union as the agent 
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Vast body of literature has been devoted to the issue of the establishment and development of the 

EC/EU. In face of the forthcoming eastern enlargement of the European Union and the pressing need 

for its institutional reform, the debate has revived. Yet, consensus on what the EU is, how its 

development should be streamlined and how to conceptually/politically frame it, is not in the eyesight 

(regardless of the proceedings of the Convention on the Future of Europe). The European Union, and - 

prior to its establishment - the EEC/EC, frequently have been interpreted through the lenses of the 

prevailing discourse revolving around the nation-state and inter-national politics/relations. The focus 

was directed on material capabilities and capacities of the EC at that time, not at the nature of these 

processes that make us understand and consequently interpret the EC/EU as it probably is.5  

 

Discussion on the EC/EU, tended to appeal to the orthodox interpretation founded upon the state-

centric concepts. In this sense, genuine understanding of the nature of the EU was hardly possible i. 

The EU was confined within the conceptual jails generated within and by the discourse. Although 

prevailing, this discourse did not match the reality in which the EU has been embedded. The European 

Union, and even more so, “‘Europe’, is not a neutral reality but a ‘contested concept’, the meaning of 

which is not (yet) fixed (Connoly 1983, in Diez, 1999: 602). Thus the question remains of how to 

account of the EU beyond the conceptual jails imposed by the dichotomies of the idealist versus realist 

tradition? On the other hand, the question whether the meaning of ‘Europe’ as a ‘contested concept’ 

may be ever fixed shall be left open. 

 

Drawing on Carr, who “saw states not as a series of like entities (the state) but as historically 

differentiated forms” (Cox, 1997: 46), in this paper an understanding of the European Union as yet 

another form of differentiation will be employed. The EU, its emergence and development are 

inherently bound to the evolution of the system of international relations. That is why, the EU as an 

agent operates in a specific strategic configuration generated within the structure. The EU enters into 

relationships with third agents and engages in continuous inter-play with them. Furthermore, in order 

to sustain its status of an agent the EU semi-automatically (via its own institutional fabric and 

institutional structures of its Member States) engages in the process of its own agency re-construction. 

As the structure evolves and the strategic configuration changes/is changed the EU has to 

accommodate the resulting alterations. The appropriateness/adequacy of this process depends upon 

how much of automatism and how much of well-designed and intended responses the EU’s agency 

captures. Having said that the concept of ‘Europe’ is contested,  any attempt of its strict delimitation 

                                                 
5 Even today the debate - streamlined by politicians and statesmen contributing to the gatherings of the 
Convention on the Future of Europe - tends to frame the European Union and Europe (sic!) within the over-
evaluated narrative fading on the horizon of the Cold War divide. This tendency, with a few bright exceptions, 
does not meet the challenge of the present-day reality (think of the social movements which have not been 
granted full and active participation in the proceedings; think also of the position towards Turkey and its EU 
Membership as expressed by the President of the Convention V.Giscard d’Estaign (Le Monde, 03/2003). 
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would provide for yet another dispute among scholars and politicians rather than for consensus among 

them. In fact such a practise already has provided for numerous diverging accounts on the EC/EU and 

its possible development. Some of these concepts have become more contested than other (e.g. Meny 

and Jørgensen eds. 1999); some have become the matter of political disputes.6  

 

Still, the common ground where all the diverging accounts meet does exist. In this respect the design 

of the EU as an agent may be sketched as follows. 1) The EU is an agent embedded in the system of 

international relations; 2) Building on its Member States the EU manifests an example of a collective 

identity, and thus represents a new organisational quality within the system of international relations. 

This form of organisation enables that interests and common goals are being pursued (or at least 

manifested); 3) The nature of such a setting does not necessarily imply the demise of the state. In fact, 

such a novel setting helps the state to adjust to the drastically changing strategic configuration of the 

structure and shifts the functions of the state into yet only partially explored spheres of the state’s 

potential engagement. Thus, it may be argued, this particular organisational arrangement helps the 

state to accommodate the pressures being generated within and by the structure; 4) The EU operates in 

a certain operational environment that pre-determines formulation of the EU’s interests, and 

accordingly helps the EU to set priorities of its political agenda; 5) The EU as an agent embedded in 

the system of international relations may be best conceptualised by appeal to and by exploration of its 

agency.  

 

In order to understand the political conduct of any agent (here specifically that of the EU) and against 

this background hint to the space where political alternatives may be developed particular attention 

should be given to the nature and logic of his/her agency re-construction. In this regard the most 

important factors to be considered are the agent’s identity, rationality, motivation, reflexivity, 

ethical/normative orientation, and his/her interests. The agent validates its existence and may be 

considered by third agents only through and by means of its agency. In this sense, questions of the 

nature/logic of/behind the EU’s agency re-construction (including the means by which it is being 

done) should pave way for the examination. Therefore, having only sketched the conceptual frame of 

the agent, the next section will address the issue of the EU’s agency.  

 

 

 

4. The EU’s agency 

 

                                                 
6 The notion of the “ever closer Union” as framed in the Maastricht Treaty for the first time, but also the 
interpretation of “federalism” attached to the EU, serve as the most apparent examples. 
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Agency as politically informed term refers to political conduct. According to Hay (2002: 94) “it is the 

ability or capacity of actor to act consciously and, in so doing, to attempt to realise his or her 

intensions.” The concept of agency captures a sense of free will, choice or autonomy. Agency thus 

embraces the entirety of actions and behaviours, by means of which agent aims at accomplishing 

his/her objectives. By doing so certain aspects of the agent’s motivation (the desire or passion with 

which an actor approaches the attempt to realise a particular intention or preference), rationality (the 

capacity of the actor to select modes of conduct best likely to realise a given set of preferences) and 

reflexivity (the ability of the actor to monitor consciously and reflect upon the consequences of 

previous action) are disclosed (Hay, 2002: 95) and the agent’s self-image projected. In this process the 

agent uncovers its identity.  

 

Identities (be it collective or individual) are being established within the process of differentiation by 

means of identification of the alternative and competing points of attachment (Renwick, 1996: 155). 

Once identified and internalised by the agents, what finds it expression in the way agents 

behave/operate, identities make the differentiation of one agent from another feasible. From this point 

of view, the EU’s identity should be seen as a collective identity which has been identified and 

internalised through the process of differentiation. The EU’s identity may be conceptualised as the 

inter-relationship of difference formed and transformed by both local and global processes (Krause, 

1996: 113). 

 

Drawing on this approach to the concept of identity, it shall be argued that agency is inseparable from 

the agent’s identity. Identity is a much deeper concept than agency for it builds upon all those 

components that constitute the agent. It is identity that informs agency. Identity is the thread around 

which actions and behaviours of the agent oscillate. Accordingly it shall be suggested that the 

examination of agency and of the logic of/behind its construction promises a valid apprehension of the 

agent, its potential for action and the normative/ethical orientation of that action.  

 

The design (as we interpret it) and further conceptualisation of any agency results from complex and 

multifaceted processes. These build upon countless causal sequences of inter-actions being ignited at 

the borderlines between agents and the structure as well as in the space among the agents. From this 

perspective the EU’s agency should be seen as a cumulative result of two simultaneous groups of 

processes covering (a) inter-actions and inter-play with the confines of the system of international 

relations, and (b) the inter-play with other agents, and their respective agencies, embedded in the 

structure, i.e. nation states, international organisations, multinational corporations, knowledge 

networks, stateless nations, epistemic communities etc. (see also: Josselin and Wallace eds. 2001; 

Stone, 2002). However, since ‘[o]bjects and actions acquire meaning … only when they have a place 
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in a language, [and in] a wider web of meanings’ (Bevir and Rhodes, 2002:138), the framing and 

interpretation of these processes depends upon the discourse of which they have become part.  

 

Having said that flux is the natural state of discourse, the conceptualisation of agency becomes equally 

changeable. Similarly, since processes that influence the agency per definition are dynamic, agency 

will be never ‘total’. It is ‘deemed’ to ceaseless re-construction. In this sense, when discussing the 

EU’s agency it is only possible to refer to it in terms of more/less mature, more/less effective, 

more/less capable of (a) dealing with the strategic configuration generated within the structure at a 

given point of time, and (b) exerting the desired influence on third agents so as to pursue the goals 

intended. Eventually, it seems more suitable to talk about the agency’s re-construction rather that of its 

construction.  

 

In this study following understanding of the EU’s agency is applied. The agency of the European 

Union encompasses the entirety of choices, decisions - and resulting diplomatic initiatives and policies 

- that are being formulated and implemented under the aegis of common institutions and on behalf of 

the EU and its Member States. From this perspective the EU’s agency integrates the domestic process 

of decision-making - designed to manage the internal European affairs (economic, social, political) 

with the outward-oriented policies, initiatives and strategies designed in the common institutions. 

Certainly, there is a co-relation between the domestic and external policies of the EU. Whereas the 

former ensure effectiveness and credibility of the latter, the latter provide for advantageous conditions 

for the former to be developed. Therefore only an inclusive approach to the both of them makes the 

account of the EU’s agency relevant.  

 

The European Union shapes its relationships with the structure and with third agents directly and 

indirectly. The first group of instruments covers all the initiatives, actions and strategies formulated, 

implemented, and manifested within the framework of the external relations of the EU. Accordingly, 

these group would cover the development policy, trade policy, Common Foreign and Security Policy 

(CFSP), and the enlargement issues. The second group consists of all these tools/policies that while 

established in order to frame domestic developments, complement the formulation and implementation 

of the outward oriented activities of the EU. These instruments may be considered as bi-directional 

because they enable political activity on both the domestic European and the external level. These 

instruments may be exemplified by the monetary and fiscal policies of the EU (with the EMU and the 

euro) as well as the competition (M.Monti and the notion of mergers) and agricultural ((non)-

compliance with the WTO regulations) policies.  

 

Beyond that it seems important to underline that issues and processes which are dealt with by means 

of the application of both groups of instruments either result from or are reflected in the European 
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primary (as set up in the Treaties) and secondary sources of law (as interpreted and laid down by the 

European Court of Justice). The application of the Community’s law, with its primacy over the 

national systems of law of the Member States, and its subordination to the international law, should be 

perceived as yet another instrument by means of which the EU may attempt to pursue its goals and 

policy objectives (the power of the interpretation as set by the European Court of Justice, as well as 

the International Criminal Court - in which the EU emerges as the most important player - and the 

current proceedings in relation to the recent Balkan war).    

 

The euro as a political device at the EU’s disposal has been designed to streamline domestic 

developments at the European level and simultaneously generate the European response to the 

growing competitiveness of the world economy. The euro is therefore one of instruments which have 

been referred to as bi-directional. As shall be explained later, the euro gains on significance in 

economic and political measures. Therefore its role in the process of the EU’s agency re-construction 

and subsequently its implications for the formulation and implementation of the EU’s political 

agendas is worth attention.  

 

5. The logic of/behind agency re -construction  

 

The entire set of instruments that enable the EU to perform on the political, diplomatic, and economic 

levels, originate in the very specificity of the EU’s organisational setting. These instruments manifest 

the agency of the EU; at the same time they are confined by design of the agency and by the logic of 

its re-construction. In other words, these instruments cannot be developed/improved unless the EU’s 

agency, through its constitutive components (motivation/common goals/interests, rationality, 

reflexivity, role conception) have been re-constructed (see Figure no 1). The assumption, which 

follows is that in order to re-construct the agency at least one of its constitutive components needs to 

be modified. Such a modification may boost the process of agency re-construction.  

 

To put it in other way, in order to re-construct the agency either the role conception, motivation, or the 

definition of common goals to be pursued and interests to be achieved, should be altered. The 

modification may result out of the agent’s response to the internal/external challenges he/she faces. 

Yet the perception of challenge and its ensuing interpretation and assessment depend upon the agent’s 

reflexivity and upon the discourse through which the reality is being apprehended. The response 

however, in the majority of cases, is articulated in a meaningful/focused action initiated by that agent. 

In sum, modification of the constitutive components of the agent’s agency shall be seen as an outcome 

of this agent’s meaningful action undertaken in response to pressures/challenges/opportunities as 

perceived, interpreted and assessed by the agent him-/herself.  
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Moreover since (a) any action to be actually performed has to become subject of pre-conceptualisation 

– through language and consequently via speech-acts. In addition since (b) any action is further 

conceptualised within a discourse and that (c) counterfactuals (thus also actions intended to be taken)  

having become part of the discourse acquire meaning and therefore become part of the reality (so do 

actions), it may be said that the process of the EU’s agency re-construction starts with singular speech-

acts and the resulting debate (if it has started at all). The euro may be considered is an instance of such 

a causal sequence. In order to make the argument more transparent this deductive sequence depicting 

the dynamic of the agency re-construction shall be reversed and employed for the examination of the 

euro. 

 

Over the 1970s through the 1990s significant changes in the strategic configuration of the structure 

(the system of international relations) have occurred. The EC/EU as embedded in the system of 

international relations has had to accommodate these alterations. On the diplomatic/political level 

considerations were made and  respective assessment of these developments in relation to the EC/EU’s 

Speech-acts/language 

conceptualisation 

discourse 

motivation, role conception, 
goals 

agency 

instruments: policies, initiatives etc. 

pre-conceptualisation 

focused action 

Re-construction 

inter-action/implementation 

(re-)interpretation,  
(re-)assessment strategic configuration 

(un)intended 
consequences  

influence/causal sequences 

Figure no. 1: the re-construction of agency
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agency formulated. Within the speech-acts and the following debate the notion of monetary integration 

and the possibility of the introduction of a common currency had been pre-conceptualised in the 

1970s, e.g. the Werner Plan, the EMS, and ERM I, II. Despite of the so-called eurosclerosis these 

issues found their place in the narrative on and in the discourse of the European integration. In this 

way the monetary integration and the common currency have been further conceptualised.  

 

With J.Delors, heading the European Commission, focused actions were taken (e.g. the Single 

Market), which subsequently influenced motivation, conception on the role and goals to be pursued by 

the EC/EU. Within this process boundaries of the politically possible have been crossed and so new 

interests of the EC/EU spelled out. In sum, the constitutive components of the EC/EU’s agency have 

been altered and hence the agency re-constructed. Eventually, the EMU has been established and the 

euro introduced enriching the set of instruments by means of which the EU is capable of shaping its 

relationship with the structure and with third agents. Obviously, the euro and its application is co-

related with other policy tools at the EU’s disposal. Separately and together, these instruments trigger 

inter-actions on the borderlines between the EU and the structure and among the EU and third agents. 

This results in the re-interpretation of the EU and its agency, in re-assessment and possibly 

introduction of the desired change in the strategic configuration in which the EU operates. As a 

follow-up of these processes the structure, and particula rly the operational environment of the EU, 

become subject of modification as well.  

 

Summarising this argument it may be said that the euro is one of instruments by means of which the 

EU shapes its relationship with the structure and exerts its influence on third agents. The euro has been 

designed and introduced as a response to the domestic European developments as well as response to 

the challenge of the increasing competition on the global market. The notion of balancing the external 

(financial) shocks should be also stressed. The EU’s agency builds upon several components; the euro 

may be seen as reflection of some of them. Re-construction of agency may happen if at least one of 

these components has been modified. Such modifications result from causal sequences evoked by 

speech-acts and the following discourse in which the alterations have been conceptualised.  

 

Since discourse evolves, the strategic configuration - in response to which responses were generated, 

e.g. the euro introduced – is re-interpreted and re-assessed. Again, it is articulated in speech-acts and 

in the resulting debate. Depending on the decision-makers’ level of cognition the respective speech-

acts and debate develop in one way or another. In this sense the EU’s reflexivity, closely tied to the 

abilities of the EU’s political elite, enables the EU to better/worse monitor and reflect upon the 

consequences of actions already taken. In this sense depending on this capacity the configuration of 

the structure may be more/less accurately assessed and further responses conceptualised accordingly. 

From this perspective it becomes clear that the causal sequences behind agency re-construction never 
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cease. What matters however is not the sequence of processes that follow one another. What matters is 

the pace and dynamic inherent to these sequences and the political agendas through which these 

sequences are being articulated.   

 

The euro should be seen as an outcome of  such a causal sequence that underpins the process of 

agency re-construction. Taking the assessment of the strategic configuration and the realisation of 

challenges to the EC/EU as the starting point, the euro - through speech-acts and debate – via 

discourse and conceptualisation that lead to focused action and its introduction, has enriched the set of 

instruments by means of which the EU’s agency may be further developed. Closer examination of the 

causal sequences that lead to the introduction of the euro, including ramifications thereof, helps to 

realise that within this process other components of the EU’s agency have been modified. Thus, it 

shall be suggested that the very conceptualisation of the possibility of the introduction of the euro, as 

well as its launching, have triggered new causal sequences. As such, these sequences should be seen as 

inducing yet another dynamic into the process of the EU’s agency re-construction. Having discussed 

the role of the euro in relation to the whole causal sequence depicting the logic of the agency re-

construction, the argument shall turn to the specificities. Therefore, the next section will dwell with the 

EU’s identity, the EU’s role conception/prescriptions and interests as confronted with the elaboration 

on the logic of agency re-construction. For that purpose the conceptualisation of agency will be 

addressed from the perspective offered by role theory. 

 

7. The euro, agency re-construction and role theory 

 

Drawing on role theory (Burr et. all 1979; Walker, 1987; Cottam and Shih 1992; Holsti 1970, 1987) 

conceptualisation of agency may be enriched. The political conduct of any agent derives from the 

agent’s motivation, rationality and reflexivity (Hay, 2002: 94). As stressed earlier in this paper, the 

political conduct unveils parts of the agent’s identity. The agent initiates certain actions because they 

match his/her interests and are framed by the agent’s own conception on the role it wishes, is capable, 

and is expected to play. In this sense, the political conduct of any agent, its role performance - as role 

frames it - is the resultant of the agent’s role conception and role prescription(s) as developed and 

articulated by third agents (Holsti, 1987:10-13). Consequently, the re-construction of agency takes 

place when there is the causal sequence in which either (a) agent’s motivation is re-evaluated, or (b) its 

capacity of monitoring and reflexive consideration is improved, or alternatively (c) the agent’s role 

conception and role prescription(s) have changed.  

 

From this angle, the euro may be seen as a reflection of the improving capacity of the EU to monitor 

consciously and to reflect upon the consequences of previous actions (reflexivity; Hay, 2002: 95). The 

euro manifests as well change in the EU’s motivation, rationality and the EU’s own role conception. 
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Moreover, once introduced the euro inf luences expectations and demands formulated by third agents 

in relation to the EU. Thus, it may be argued that the set of determinants that have the potential of 

triggering the process of agency re-construction expands. The re-construction of agency is the more 

vivid/thorough the greater the pressures setting the causal sequence a new pace. This notion would 

explain why the process of the European integration, and the political conduct of the EC/EU, mirror 

varying paces of development.  

 

The euro has been introduced for there was a variety of factors that induced new dynamic into the 

causal sequence behind the agency re-construction. Today, its further revival may be observed. It is 

the result of pressures generated by current political, economic and social developments within the EU 

and in the outside world (e.g. pressures on the re-formulation of the CFSP, the institutional reform of 

the EU, the notion of the EU Constitution etc.). Therefore it seems worthwhile to take closer look at 

the EU’s identity, selected constitutive parts of its agency and in this vein to examine how they are 

being influenced by the euro and its introduction.  

 

Identity  

The notion of the EU’s identity, in its commonsensical understanding, is debatable. Whereas at the 

institutional level lots of effort is being put into its establishment (via respective programmes and 

initiatives, e.g. the Citizens’ Europe), resistance and rather benevolent attitude towards this notion 

exist at the national levels. Institutional attempts of building and bringing Europe (and its identity) to 

the citizens are treated as somewhat artificial and useless, and at times even unwelcome by those 

directly concerned.  

 

On the other hand, integrating the notion of agency and its inseparability from the concept of identity, 

the European Union has not only identified, but is actively engaged in the process of consolidation and 

internalisation of its identity. Therefore the institutionally designed agendas aiming at building the 

EU’s identity do not necessarily have to be regarded as artificial. Rather, they should be referred to as 

the self-image that the EU intends to project onto its citizens in order to reinforce the internalisation of 

the EU’s identity.  While being spread across Europe, the EU’s self-image is simultaneously projected 

onto third agents. In this sense the euro helps the EU to transmit cues on the EU and its self-image 

onto the EU citizens and onto third agents. The euro manifests the increasing consolidation of the 

EU’s identity and it is the cue that is being delivered to the EU citizens and to third agents.  

 

As a resource which focuses economic concerns of the EU Member States, the euro has become one 

common point of attachment for the parties involved (i.e. the 12 Member States building up the 

Eurozone) and it is through the euro and the EMU that their interests and goals are being articulated 

and successively channelled as common. Thus, on the economic level, the euro may be perceived as 
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an instrument that integrates various points of attachment and balances the inter-play of differences  

which exist among the EU Member States. In this sense the euro, by consolidating the common 

collective identity of the EU generates feedback for the causal sequences behind the agency re-

construction. In other words, by affirming the identity the euro strengthens the thread around which 

the re-construction of the EU’s agency revolves. 

 

Role conception/prescription(s) 

 

The monetary and economic integration is designed to streamline the economic growth in Europe. The 

euro as such is thought to minimise the vulnerability of the European economies to the external 

shocks. Hence, to certain degree, the euro reflects the EU’s own role conception (economic power), its 

goals and motivation for action (facing the challenge of the increasing competitiveness of the world 

economy), and its interests (balancing the influence of the US dollar in view to the EU’s exports and 

imports). Importantly, introduction of the euro changes role prescriptions as developed by third agents. 

The euro - gradually becoming international currency, stamps the EU’s presence in the world 

economy. The stability of the euro makes third agents attach certain meaning to it.  

 

Accordingly, in economic terms the EU gains on credibility and gradually is regarded as an 

increasingly important player in respect to whom it is reasonable to raise expectations and demands. In 

this sense, third agents, while articulating their expectations and demands - which are not necessarily 

the same the third agents used to have in respect to the EU Member States before the introduction of 

the euro - change the EU’s role prescription. By affirming the EU’s credibility and recognising its 

capability to meet their expectations/demands, third agents shift the boundaries of the politically 

permissible for the EU. Thus, the EU’s role conception may be re-designed accordingly. In this sense, 

new space for potential economic/political engagement opens up. Within the process of the re-

consideration of the EU’s role conception the EU’s agency re-construction may acquire new dynamic.  

 

The euro as a carrier of certain self-image of the EU contributes to the formulation of the EU image as 

developed by third agents. In this way, the euro enables not only to balance role conception with role 

prescriptions, but it also creates the opportunity for the EU to transmit its self-image. The euro 

contributes to the re-formulation of the image of the EU. Thus, once the boundaries of the 

politically/economically permissible have been shifted the EU’s role conception may be re-thought 

and new political agendas developed. 

Interests 

Discussing the euro in relation to interests, those of the EU but also those of third agents, the - by role 

theory enriched - conceptualisation of agency shall be recalled. Agents identify and formulate their 

interests according to the strategic configuration that conditions their responses to challenges and 
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opportunities. In this sense, geographic location, resources available and third agents inform the 

identification of interests. ‘[Agents] assume themselves to be operating within a particular 

[environment] that regulates and constrains their behaviour and limits/extends policy options’ 

(Rosamond, 1999: 658-659). This environment is an inter-subjective realm created among functionally 

bounded agents; while drawing on rules and norms generated within the structure, it contributes to the 

creation of norms, which govern behaviour and sketch the boundaries of the politically possible within 

this realm (Wendt, 1992, 1994).  

 

The euro may be considered as a specific factor limiting and extending policy options of those agents 

that via the euro (the notion of currencies pegged to the euro) have been functionally bounded. 

Accordingly, to certain extent the euro regulates and constrains the political conduct of those agents. 

The euro imposes borders of the politically/economically possible for those agents as well as for the 

EU. Simultaneously, the euro seen as a resource specific to the environment in which agents operate, 

informs  the identification of the agents’ interests.  

 

Since the euro has been considered as an instrument of the policy making at the EU’s disposal, it may 

be further argued that indirectly, via the euro, the EU influences identification of the third agents’ 

interests. This causal relationship becomes more transparent if the inter-play among agents is 

recognised. It is to say, that since agents identify their interests drawing on their specific geographical 

location, resources available and in relation to the political/economic conduct of third agents, the EU’s 

political conduct clearly is taken into consideration by third agents. The notion of the euro treated as a 

resource validates the claim that third agents identify and formulate their interests taking into account 

the EU. In this sense, gradually the European Union is considered as a consequential part of the 

reality.  Thus, the image of the EU as well as the role prescription ascribed to the EU change. 

 

7. Conclusion: the euro and the plea for progressive political agendas  

 

The examination of the re-construction of the EU’s agency with particular attention given to role the 

euro plays in this process, has revealed that there are many opportunities for the political conduct to be 

developed and channelled into new areas of engagement. Building on the conceptualisation of the 

causal  sequence that lies beneath the agency re-construction it was depicted that in fact the agency is a 

very ‘soft’ concept/phenomenon, which re-modelling is possible. However, for that to happen 

challenges and opportunities generated within the structure and building the strategic configuration in 

which agents operate have to be weighed up, assessed, eventually they have to find their place in 

discourse through which respective events and processes are interpreted.   
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The euro is an outcome of the evolving agency of the European Union. The euro depicts progress of 

the European integration. As an instrument of policy-making the euro enables the EU to engage in 

new areas of activity; or alternatively it enables the EU to more effectively pursue its goals and 

accomplish its interests. Being a modest reflection of the nature of the EU’s agency, the euro  - as a 

factual that has become part of the narrative/discourse on/of the European integration – has the 

capacity to integrate the at times competing points of attachment characteristic to the EU Member 

States. In this sense the euro integrates them and creates feedback for the consolidation of the 

common, yet, collective identity of the EU. Since identity, as the argument has hinted to, constitutes 

the thread around which the process of agency re-construction revolves the question of meaning 

attached to the euro becomes consequential.  

 

Having recognised that there is a co-relation  between the euro and certain constitutive parts of the 

EU’s agency (motivation, reflexivity, rationality, role conception), it may be further suggested that the 

euro extends the set of instruments by means of which the re-construction of the EU’s agency may be 

set new pace. The claim is therefore that meaningful exploitation of opportunities, which the euro 

helps to generate, integrated with conscious consideration of political agendas under implementation 

and of those being first formulated, may add dynamic to the process of the EU’s agency re-

construction. From this perspective it seems that vast space is opening up for the EU in which new 

political agendas might be developed. What is at stake though? 

 

As noted in the introductory paragraphs, the notion of progressive political/social change and 

normative/ethical considerations in policy-making demand to be brought to the day light of political 

life. The claim of the possibility to introduce change via/in politics should be reiterated even if 

challenged by rather disillusioning present-day political developments in the world. The EU builds 

upon rich European tradition which captures democracy, liberty, respect for human rights, which 

further upholds the notion of the individual and its freedom and frames it within the phenomenon of 

civil society. It may be reasonably expected that these qualities at least to certain extent inform the 

EU’s identity. In this sense, one may expect, the EU’s agency will include them.  

 

It shall be suggested the EU has the capacity to tackle issues and processes that have been problematic 

and thus neglected/marginalized in the political agenda-setting until now. And as M.Cochran notes, it 

is the recognition of these empirical problematic situations that ‘kick ethical consideration into gear’ 

(Cochran, 2001: 68). Still, while ‘behaving ethically involves being aware of, and sensitive to, the 

interests of others’, self-abnegation is not mandatory (Brown, 20001: 21). Accordingly, if the EU’s 

political conduct is/will be grounded in the qualities enumerated above, there is the chance of the 

ethical/normative consideration to be re-stated in the EU’s agency. This does not preclude the salience 

of the EU’s goals and interests to be further pursued. Yet there is the possibility of progressive 
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political agendas to be developed and implemented by the EU. Having recognised that agency may be 

re-modelled, even the euro sometimes conceived in strictly economic terms, may help to streamline 

the EU’s agency re-construction toward progressive change.   
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i In this vein of scholarship, R.H. Ginsberg referred to the EC/EU in terms of the capacity-capability gap. This 
concept implied that in fact the EC/EU would have been capable of realising much more ambitious political 
agenda that it actually did, had there been incentives and political will of doing so (Ginsberg, 1999). Yet, in 
order to dwell with this and possibly find convincing explanation for such a stance of affairs, the examination 
would have had to turn to the question of the nature and logic behind the construction of the EU’s political 
conduct. To large extent these questions have been neglected in the fields of IR and European Studies until now.  
 
It is not to say there were no attempts of solving this knot. On the contrary, the intergovernmentalist, with 
A.Moravcsik (1998) at the spearhead, and prior to that, the integration/functionalist theorists, like E.Haas (1958) 
and S.Hoffmann (1995) respectively, have provided for extensive account on the functioning of the EC/EU and 
the contingencies set upon the implementation of common positions by the Member States. In yet another 
contribution, G.Sjøstedt (1977) referred to the emerging EC in terms of actorness and its determinants. 
Nonetheless, all these approaches relied either on the rather eclectic understanding of foreign policy in which 
any actor had to face the challenge of anarchy, the “natural” existence of a hegemon and the diplomatic elite or 
have taken the perspective from inside the institutional architecture of the EC/EU. In sum, none of these 
contributions explicitly addressed the question of the EC/EU’s agency and its relationship with the structure.  
 


